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Plan 
•  The Little Bang comes to LHC 
•  Sound in Big and Little Bang: The second act of 

hydro  (all harmonics) 
•  The falling membrane: 1-point local vs 2-point 

(nonlocal) observables: the echo effect 
•  LHC jet quenching in AdS 
•  Quenching due to the gravitational radiation in BH 

AdS: What is its dependence on jet energy? Is it 
equal to the ``self-force”? 



 on hydrodynamics 
•  Field theory development was helped by hydro  in the 

19th century (PDEs, Stokes-> Maxwell…) 
•  Fermi…Landau in 1950’s: Landau pole argument 
•  But when I was dreaming about it in 1970’s most 

theorists said it is ridiculously simplistic to describe 
anything and that it obviously contradicts both 
quantum mechanics and QCD 

•  Not anymore: now,  using AdS/CFT correspondence, 
one derives it from the membrane paradigm of GR 

•  (Hydro has dissipation/equilibration and Einstein’s eqns are t-even: how 
can it be true? Well, boundary conditions on the black hole horizon are 
NOT, as everything falls into it but nothing comes out…) 



) 

Back to  QM1999: hydro vs pQCD 



 2000: hydro describes radial and elliptic flows for all 
secondaries , pt<2GeV, centralities, rapidities, A (Cu,Au)…  

  Experimentalists were very sceptical but were 
convinced and ``near-perfect liquid” is now official,  

=>AIP declared this to be discovery #1 of 2005 in physics   
  v_2=<cos(2 phi)> 

PHENIX, 
Nucl-ex/0410003 

      red lines are for ES
+Lauret+Teaney 
done before RHIC data, 
never changed or fitted, 
describes SPS data as 
well! It does so because of 
the correct hadronic 
matter /freezout via 
(RQMD) 

proton pion 



Will it be like that at LHC? 

•  Energy is up by 
about factor 20 

•  Multiplicity is up 
by 2.2 

•  Initial T changes 
from 2Tc -> 3 Tc 

(Tc about 170 MeV) 

•  Will QGP change  
from strongly to 
weakly coupled 
regime?=>will v2 
go up or down? 

While our experimental friends had made their  
detectors, the theorists debated 



Increased elliptic and radial flows, as well as 
increased HBT radii/volume are all  
supporting “Hydro1”, the “Little Bang” 



Perturbations of the Big Bang 



Perturbations of 
the Big and the 
Little Bangs 
Frozen sound (from the era long 
gone) is seen on the sky, both in 
CMB and in distribution of Galaxies 

They are remnants of the sound 
circles on the sky, around the 
primordial density perturbations 
Freezeout  time 100000 years  

Initial state fluctuations  
in the positions of participant nucleons 
lead to perturbations of the Little 
Bang also  

Freezeout time about 12 fm/c 
Radius of the circle about 6 fm 



Acoustic peaks 

Dissipative 
cutoff 



The new space 
mission, PLANK, 
will provide much 
better data in 
2012 

Unexplained  
Phenomena at small 
harmonics 





Back to the Little Bang 



Two fundamental scales, 
describing perturbations at freezeout 

(P.Staig,ES,2010) 

1.The sound horizon: 
radius of about 6fm 

For the Big Bang it was introduced  
by Sunyaev-Zeldovich about 40 years 
ago,  was observed in CMB and 
galaxy correlations,  
 it is about 150 Mps  

2.The viscous horizon:     
The width of the circle 

cylinders 

cones 



Perturbations of 
the Big and the 
Little Bangs 
Frozen sound (from the era long 
gone) is seen on the sky, both in 
CMB and in distribution of Galaxies 

They are literally circles on the 
sky, around primordial density 
perturbations  

Initial state fluctuations  
in the positions of participant nucleons 
lead to perturbations of the Little 
Bang also  

Blue shifting: exp(-ui pi/T) 

Radial flow enhances the 
fireball surface: move toward 
detection with v about 0.8 c 
So we should see two “horns” 

The circle is that of maximal 
radial flow 



Visible shape of the 
sound (at freezeout, 
boosted by radial flow)  

•  The blue line is how 
asimuthal distribution 
would look like for 
sound cylinders, double 
peak because of two 
points where the circle 
crosses the FO surface 

•  The circles were found 
and studied by 
Hama,Grassi et al in 

 event-by-event hydro 

Peak at +- 1 rad, 60o? 



The sound cylinders and two horns   
(hydro by the Brazilian group, Andrade, Grassi et al) 



The peaks are at the same angles   
+- 1 rad (as I got) from perturbation 

but +-2 rad in correlations 

It is like correlating 
Two waves in US and 
Chili to observe tsunami 
In Japan 

109 events 
106 pairs/event 



S.Gubser, arXiv:1006.0006  
found nice solution for nonlinear relativistic  axially 

symmetric explosion of conformal matter 

Kappa is the 
transverse 
rapidity 

q is a parameter 
fixing the overall size 



Comoving coordinates with Gubser flow: 
Gubser and Yarom, arXiv:1012.1314 



harmonics l=1..10, Temperature 
perturbation and velocity 

 lhs (rho=-2) is initiation time and FO time is around zero 

Viscosity (dashed) hardly affect 
The 1st harmonic, but nearly  
kills the 10th!  



HERE IS THE SUM OF        
all (actually 30) HARMONICS 



The modified freezeout 
surface (right)  T=Tf  (taken to be 120 MeV) 

extra area= extra entropy 

(in AdS it corresponds to a hologram of 
a perturbed BH horizon, btw) 

A modified angular distribution, with and 
without viscosity (left) 



2 particle 
correlator vs phi 

Note shape change 

ideal 

Viscous 
4 pi eta/s=0, 2 



Left:4 pi eta/s=0, 2 
Note shape change 

ALICE central  1% correlators 
Note shape agreement 
No parameters, just Green 
Function from a delta function 



Left:4 pi eta/s=0, 2 
Note shape change 

ATLAS central  1% correlators 
Note shape agreement 
No parameters, just Green 
Function from a delta function 



The power spectrum has acoustic 
minima/maxima (at m=7,12 and m=9) 

perturbation initial size is 0.7 fm, viscosity eta/s=0,0.08,0.13,0.16 

ATLAS data points 



From october CERN Courier, 
the ALICE power spectrum: 

do we see a minimum at n=7? 
Maximum at 3 due to 120 degrees peak 

? 



So what? Why is hydro’s success for the 
Little Bang interesting/exciting? 

• True that already in the 19th century sound vibrations in the bulk (as 
well as of drops and bubbles) have been well developed  (Lord 
Rayleigh, …) 

• But, those objects are macroscopic, they still have 10^20 molecules… 

• Little Bang has about 10^3 particles (per unit rapidity)                        
or   10  per dimension. The radial flow well described was already quite 
surprising: it worked only due to astonishingly small viscosity  … 

• And now we speak about the 10th harmonics! How a volume cell with 
O(1) particles can act as a liquid? (well, we look at the surface at 
freezeout, 2piR about 50 fm, so even 1/10 of it is 5fm… 
• Comment: so far the agreement is limited not by a hydro failure,       
but because of limited experimental statistics! 



Are various harmonics 
coherent? 

•  Minimal Gaussian 
model <= 

•  No coherence, the 
power plot P(<vm

2>) 
is all we can possibly 
know about them 

The “maximal 
coherence” model: 

All harmonics come 
from the same local 
perturbation and 
are thus coherently 
add to ``circles” 

Evidences for that 
From the Glauber 
model 

Both for the Big and 
Little bangs the 
degree of  coherence/ 
non-gaussianity is yet 
to be determined! 



Before going to AdS/CFT,                            
a comment on strongly coupled plasmas 

•  AdS/CFT limit is g2N is large because N is 
very large 

•  Electric-magnetic duality  
•  In QCD at T=(1-2)Tc both are about 1              

n(gluons)=n(monopoles)  
•  Particle-monopole scattering makes small mean free path 

•  Recent discovery by lattice: at Nf=O(10) one finds     
“the most strongly coupled plasma” with g2/4pi=2-3: 
is it magnetic-dominated? Is it as good a liquid? 



Thermalization and AdS/CFT 



 If colliding objects are made of 
heavy quarks moved by an 
“invisible hand” with +/- v 

•  Stretching strings  are falling 
under the AdS gravity 

•  Small v -``modified Ampere” law 
•  (Instability of simple scaling 

solution and numerical studies) 
•  In this paper, the 
calculation of the hologram of the 

falling string 



•  Holographic image 
of a falling string 

•  (as far as we know the 
first time-dependent 
hologramm) 

•  T00 , Toi 

•  No jets! 
•  Yet it cannot be 

represented by 
hydrodynamical 

     explosion => 
anisotropic 
pressure in the 
``comoving 
frame” 



The story of two membranes: 
(Many strings falling together) 

•  Imagine 2 walls of heavy quarks => 
multiple strings falling   (e.g.no dependence 
on transverse coordinates x2,x3) 

•  The object is thus not a string but 3d 
membrane creating horizon from its 
own weight 

•  => not to be confused with membrane of the “membrane paradigm” 
hovering just above the horizon 



•  Falling is dual to 
further equilibration UV=>IR 

Phys.Rev.D78: 
125018,2008.  
arXiv:0808.0910  



Two types of observers 
•  Single-point observer sees thermal stress tensor with 

T=const(t) 
•  Nonlocal 2-point experiments (the stress tensor 

correlators) send signal into the bulk and finds 
deviations:  equilibration is actually time dependent 

Boundary,z=0 

Falling membrane 

horizon 



Israel’s junction condition is 
dual to the equilibration 

dynamics 
•  Thermal AdS above= UV is  

equilibrated 
•  Cold AdS5 below= IR is not 

equilibrated  
•  The equilibration front moves 



Average Tij is thermal but the 
correlators (the two-point observers) 

deviate from equilibrium: (depending 
on q) 

The reason for oscillations in spectral densities is in fact 
 the ``echo” effect, induced by a gravitons scattering from a membrane, 
Confirmed numerically and semiclassically 



Entropy production  
estimates of area of trapped surface 

•  Gubser,Pufu and 
Yarom” Heavy ion 
collisions as that 
of two black holes 



What is L? (bh positions in the holographic direction) 

•  Gubser et al: L is dual to the nuclear 
size, so it is O(10 fm) 

•  Lin,ES: L=1/Qs, the partonic scale in 
nuclei, so it is O(0.1 fm) thermalization 

Should be falling down to horizon 1/(pi T) 

Experiment: 
pp E0.22 

AA E0.30 





The entropy vs the impact 
parameter: 

Points from Lin+ES 

Note nonzero value at the end 



 black hole disappears with a jump! What 
is striking: we see something similar in 

experiment  

PHOBOS data on multiplicity 
hint 
 for a jump but do not really 
show it 

Not-too-peripheral 
AA, with hydro, 
Has one multiplicity 

pp,pA and very peripheral 
AA has another  



Wall-on-wall collision 
Walls are sourced by point 
bulk objects resigning at 
z1,z2 

The trapped surface reduces  
To two points za, zb are 
Obtained from a complcated  
algebraic eqns, which has 
solution for any  z1,z2 



LHC jets and their quenching 



Much more energetic 
jets and stronger 
quenching is found at 
LHC! 

ATLAS, 1st PRL on heavy ions, 
Accepted in one (Thanksgiving!)  
day 



Basic questions on jet 
quenching (not yet answered…) 

•  Is it due to the color charge or energy? 
•  Is it pQCD, radiation of gluons, or AdS/

CFT, radiation of gravitons (sounds)? 
•  Are there the transverse kicks vs 

longitudinal classical braking force? 

Even very asymmetric events have back-to-back geometry 
The braking force seem to be the case… 



The vertical axis is 
Extra 5th dimension 
Means scale in the 
renormgroup sense 

Note: the 
Falling path 
Is very close 
To a geodesic 



Geodesics in matter and “hot wind” frames 



But calculate gravitational radiation 
 from ultrarelativistic body is hard! 

Can we calculate the 
Self-force? 

But does it actually work? 
It is zero in flat 3+1 dimensions! 

E^2 



Self-force 
•  We calculated it in flat 2+1 and 4+1 dimensions 
•  Grav.self-force in thermal (B.H.) AdS5 calculated in 2 

frames, lab and ``the hot wind” one 

m,n=5, but a,b,c,d,e are || 

m2gamma2=>E2 as in 1973 

Subleading in Nc 
 but may be large … 

2+1 matches exactly the radiation 





Summary  
• ALICE&LHC: 30% larger elliptic (and radial) flows, 
exactly as Hydro 1 predicted already 10 years ago!  => 
QGP @ LHC remains a very good liquid ! 
• Hydro 2: Quantitative analytic theory in the linear 
approximation =>  Green function for Gubser flow)  
reproduces the correlators beautifully, best with 
viscosity 
• Falling membrane and 2 types of observables: 
nonlocal see equilibration in more detail. 5-dim echo 
effect! 
• Entropy and trapped surface:  jump in multiplcity? 
• Large energy deposition to matter from jets: 
Perhaps a longitudinal braking force 
• Self-force of gravitaitonal nature? O(E^2) ? 



extras 



Note: not 1o but few times larger! 





The power spectrum 

Points – ATLAS preliminary 

upper plot: small size  
perturbation, various 
viscosities 
Lower plot: about 1 fm size 

A dip around m=7 and 
maximum around 9 have 
The same acoustic origin as in 
the Big Bang => zero 
amplitude of the ``observable 
combination” at freezeout 


